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Introduction
In the First Session of the 52nd Legislature, House Bill 1963 was enacted, creating
the Task Force on the Privatization of CompSource Oklahoma. As the bill states,
the goal of the privatization of CompSource Oklahoma is “to create a stable,
predictable, competitive workers’ compensation market place in the State of
Oklahoma for the benefit of Oklahoma employers and employees.” To fulfill the
Legislature’s intent to privatize CompSource Oklahoma, the Task Force was
charged with identifying the steps necessary and developing a plan to convert
CompSource Oklahoma into a private insurance company.
As required by HB 1963, this is a report of the Task Force’s findings, general
recommendations, and recommendations for any resulting legislation, for
submission to the Speaker of the House of Representatives, the President Pro
Tempore of the Senate, and the Governor by December 1, 2009.
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Background
Oklahoma’s State Insurance Fund, now known as CompSource Oklahoma, was
created by legislation in 1933 to provide a source for obtaining workers’
compensation insurance coverage for Oklahoma employers that may otherwise be
unable to access such coverage. CompSource Oklahoma is a nonprofit, self-funded
insurance company for Oklahoma employers.
CompSource Oklahoma provides over 26,000 businesses and government agencies
with workers’ compensation coverage, including industries such as manufacturing,
natural resources, trucking, wheat, and cattle.
According to its website,
CompSource Oklahoma is one of the largest workers’ compensation insurance
carriers in the state.
Top Workers’ Compensation Carriers in Oklahoma
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Task Force on the Privatization of CompSource Oklahoma

Task Force Members’ Findings and Recommendations
Senator Cliff Aldridge, Co-Chairman
Conclusion: As legislators, we owe it to the citizens of the state to look at the
option of a sale of CompSource Oklahoma.
•

•

•

•

Findings: The Task Force’s debate and consideration has surrounded
whether or not to mutualize CompSource Oklahoma (CSO). In past
meetings, the Task Force’s examination included a review of Nevada’s and
other states’ mutualized options. In the beginning of the Task Force’s study,
mutualization seemed the way to go.
One case discussed, Moran v. State ex rel. Derryberry, 1975 OK 69, 534
P.2d 1282, must be considered in its historical context, as the state attempted
to raid the funds of the State Insurance Fund (now known as CompSource
Oklahoma) at that particular point in time. The court’s ruling in the Moran
case prevented such action by the Legislature.
Recommendations: As legislators, we owe it to the citizens of the state to
look at the option of a sale, so, the state is not walking away from its own
asset. In this regard, please consider:
o Questions on tax-exempt status and ownership would need to be
reviewed prior to a sale of CompSource Oklahoma; and
o The state owes it to CSO employees to examine ways of working
through this process.
 For example, Nevada had a good plan of giving its state fund
employees first in line priority for state jobs, if they did not want
to move over to the newly created, private carrier.
I have a firm philosophy that government should not be in business that
private companies can provide. Pertaining to this philosophy, it should be
kept in mind that:
o Regardless if CSO is an asset of the state or not, even considering
current, bad economic times, we should allow the private sector to
perform where it can;
o In terms of the residual market, the government still needs to insure.
The state’s responsibility is to protect the residual market;
o The state also owes it to the taxpayers that those in the residual
market do not see a huge increase in premiums. If CSO is not truly
being subsidized, then we should not see an increase in rates; and
o Since workers’ compensation premiums are an aspect of economic
development (considering the cost of doing business), in order to
attract employers to Oklahoma, premium costs are an important
consideration.
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•

•

It is important to be concerned about state employees and the business
market, but that we also do the right thing for the people of Oklahoma,
whether a sale of CSO or mutualization is chosen, and allow the private
sector to flourish without government interference. Thus:
o As a legislator, privatization through a sale is an option that should be
examined for the potential good of the state;
o To reiterate, my aim for the state is not to make money, but to keep
government out of competing with private business; and
o From that angle, the state should look at privatizing CSO through a
sale.
A bill should be filed this coming session to get an answer and ask the
question, “Is CSO an asset of the state or property of CSO’s policyholders?”
o The state has a Supreme Court whose job it is to rule on questions. If
we don’t utilize the Court, why do they exist? They should be utilized
for this purpose.
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Representative Daniel Sullivan, Co-Chairman
Conclusion: Believe CompSource Oklahoma is an asset of the state – as a
legislator it is difficult to walk away from an asset, and not consider a sale.
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Findings: House Bill 1963 (2009), through the Legislature’s consideration,
affirmative vote, and the Governor’s signature, the philosophy has been
established that the state should not be in the business of workers’
compensation insurance. As a result, privatization must be considered and
the Task Force’s responsibility is to consider how to privatize CompSource
Oklahoma.
Considering the original purpose of the Oklahoma State Insurance Fund,
which has been expanded through legislation over the years, do believe the
Moran case states that the State of Oklahoma cannot appropriate money
from CSO funds as if it were part of the General Revenue Fund. (Although
the law does allow trusts to be changed and transferred.)
The Memorandum from CompSource Oklahoma regarding the Moran case
and its federal tax-exempt status, if read in its entirety, explains that a sale of
CSO can be allowed and that resulting assets would belong to the state.
Though it is important to note I am aware of and concerned about the
importance of considering the residual market, with any change to the status
of CSO.
Recommendations: After considering the option of privatization – it is
difficult as a legislator to walk away from an asset – believe CompSource
Oklahoma is an asset of the state.
o Although, at the beginning of the Task Force meetings, did believe
mutualization of CSO was the way to go.
If CSO is an asset of the state, we have an obligation to explore that, while
considering the following:
o At the same time we need to protect the residual market – we would
not want to sell an asset that creates a bigger problem, by increasing
rates, etc.;
o Need to recognize it is the current system we are dealing with that is
currently driving the costs;
o Not until Oklahoma’s workers’ compensation system is stabilized will
we cease experiencing fluctuations in Oklahoma’s market;
o Eleven percent rate increases with no changes in the law shows the
problem lies with the [Oklahoma Workers’ Compensation] Court; and,
thus
o It is imperative to address the issues in the system, regardless of what
is done with CSO.
Simply put, we have an obligation to look at a sale, to see if it belongs to the
state. We have the obligation to find out who is the owner.
As an asset of the state, we owe it to the taxpayers to recoup the asset.
The state should not be in the business of insurance.
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•

•

If CSO does not belong to the state, then mutualization is the option – while
protecting the residual market by having the Department of Insurance protect
the market and rates in a rate stabilization plan. It is important to keep in
mind:
o That we must also consider what happens to CSO’s tax-exempt status
if CSO is owned by its policyholders. (It has been suggested that as
long as CSO remains the insurer of last resort, CSO can retain its taxexempt status; and the way a continuing operational board is
comprised, for example, with five public members and a similar
structure to the current organization, can also protect CSO’s tax
status.)
The proposed legislation earlier discussed [at the October 21 Task Force
meeting], establishing that CSO is an asset of the state, would be necessary
to get a court ruling. Due to the fact:
o An Attorney General opinion would not resolve the CSO asset issue;
and
o Oklahoma does not have declaratory judgments in state court.
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Insurance Commissioner Kim Holland
Conclusion: Given the uncertainty regarding state ownership of CompSource
Oklahoma, and the time and cost to the state to resolve this question in the courts,
the most pragmatic approach is mutualization. The state’s mission in creating
CompSource was to serve the public’s interests by creating a workers’
compensation safety net, not to create an asset. That stated, I recognize the duty of
the Legislature to protect the interests of the public as taxpayers.
•

•
•

•

Findings: The Insurance Department’s responsibility, in part, is to ensure a
level playing field so that companies can operate equally without an unfair
advantage. To that end:
o As a nonregulated entity, CompSource Oklahoma (CSO) has certain
advantages over private companies.
To the extent that these
advantages are necessary to perform its obligation as the insurer of
last resort, they are appropriate. However, to the extent they create a
competitive advantage for CSO over the private marketplace for risks
that can be assumed by the private marketplace, the state is
exceeding its role as a safety-net provider and disrupts the “free
market.”
In obligating employers to provide workers’ compensation insurance, the state
has a prevailing interest in ensuring that all are covered. As such, ensuring
that a safety-net mechanism is in place is essential.
In those states that have a residual market mechanism in place, on average
only 7 percent of the market is covered by this safety-net provision, in
contrast to the nearly 40 percent currently insured through CSO which
suggests that the private marketplace can and will compete effectively for all
but a small portion of the potential business to be written.
Recommendations: To extract the state from the business of insurance,
privatization of CSO is required. The most expeditious approach appears to
be mutualization, a transaction which also inures to the sole benefit of CSO’s
policyholders as contemplated by its establishment. A residual market
mechanism must be established. The interests of current CSO employees
must be preserved and protected.
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James Stergiou, Chairman and CEO, SGRisk, LLC (actuary expert)
Conclusion: Oklahoma should consider mutualizing CompSource Oklahoma, using
Texas’ model, to continue to be faithful to the original principle founded upon the
creation of the Oklahoma State Insurance Fund.
•
•

•

•

Findings: The private marketplace has not always been there for the small
businesses, whereas CSO has been there due to state law.
If it is not broke – why fix it? However, HB 1963 requires a change. To that
end, the Task Force has discussed many options:
o Loss portfolio transfer does not make sense in Oklahoma, since the
key ingredient is for someone to pick up the reserves.
o In considering selling CSO to private interests, concerned that private
companies can enter and also leave the market. When a company
leaves the market, it may result in a 30 to 40 percent rate increase.
 From an actuarial standpoint, a sale would not result in a lot of
money (current estimate totaling $200 million). A comparable
number toward a reasonable argument for a sale would be $400
to $500 million.
 Also, concerned about the profit motives of an entity who may
purchase CSO. Further concerns about privatization include the
following:
• Whoever may buy CSO, will they insure questionable
entities? Will they want to take on that risk? No, they will
want to protect their interests;
• Rate hike concerns are spread over a swing of five to ten
years, not two to three years;
• The private sector had the opportunity to come in and
insure people over the years of premium swings, but they
chose not to; and
• Would like to know where those companies are that
would take the business, because they have not over the
last 30 years or more.
Beyond what the Task Force considered, the mission of CSO is to be the
insurer of last resort and provide coverage to those entities that have been
rejected by the private market or for other reasons they could not find
insurance in the private market.
The state is not technically in the insurance business, since no state
subsidies are provided. Concerned about the philosophy that the state is
considered as being in the insurance business. Further explanation of the
finding, as follows:
o Originally, what is now CSO was established with a cash infusion from
the state, which has been repaid;
o CSO provides discounts to counties and other public entities; and
 (Note – Concerned that if CSO were privatized, would such
discounts continue to be provided in a profit-making
organization?)
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•
•
•

•

•

•
•

o CSO would not be considered as being subsidized, since it does not
pay taxes and assessments as other insurance companies are
required, as long as CSO is required to provide insurance to any entity
that comes to them.
CSO’s loss development and pay-out patterns are similar to private
companies.
CSO’s operating costs would not increase if it did not participate as a state
entity, since CSO does not contribute to state health insurance or state
employee retirement.
The Oklahoma Workers’ Compensation Court’s decisions have caused
increases in awards – about an 11 percent annual increase, compounded
over the last three years.
Recommendations: Oklahoma should consider mutualizing CompSource
Oklahoma, using Texas’ model, to continue to be faithful to the original
principle founded upon the creation of the State Insurance Fund. As a part of
mutualizing CompSource Oklahoma, consider:
o CSO should pay premium taxes and Guaranty Fund assessments,
contributing as part of the Oklahoma insurance team;
o Unable to go to a level playing field as long as the state is required to
have an insurer of last resort – will accept having the premium cost,
despite the increase in cost; and
o Since changes to CSO’s Board could result in higher rates, the
Insurance Department’s oversight, triennial examinations, and other
regulations should be welcomed.
Regarding mutualization, there should be a level playing field but must
consider is it possible, considering private companies can come and go, write
business or not write business, while CSO does not have that option. Though
CSO does enjoy some advantages, such as not paying premium taxes or
Guaranty Fund assessments.
Mutualization is by far the best option, not a loss portfolio transfer and not a
sale – keeping the insurer of last resort concept is the only way to go.
(See also: submitted Memo Re: Recommendations on the Privatization of
CompSource Oklahoma (CSO).)
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Memorandum

Date: October 29, 2009
To:

Members of the Task Force on the Privatization
of CompSource Oklahoma

From: E. James Stergiou, FCAS, MAAA
Chairman and CEO
SGRisk, LLC
Task Force Member
Re:

Recommendations Regarding the Privatization of
CompSource Oklahoma (CSO)

My first preference would be to leave things as is, simply because CSO has done an
admirable job serving the people of Oklahoma and fulfilling its mission. It has "been
there" and provided a definite marketplace for the insuring public (and, by that, I
mean both employers, as well as the workers they employ) consistently and without
equivocation, since I became involved with it in the late 1970’s, and it has never
failed to live up to its mission statement.
At the outset, let me reiterate that the notion of a level playing field can never be
achieved, simply because CSO is not the master of its own fate. Unlike commercial
carriers, it must insure all those who seek insurance (and cannot get it elsewhere),
and cannot withdraw from the market at will, based on changes in underwriting
philosophy, management or any other reason. The proof of that lies with my initial
Page 3, reproduced as page 6A in my second Presentation. No insurer in its right
mind would plan on being available for all comers and seeing its premiums go from,
essentially, $X to $3X (or more) five years later, then back down to $X, etc.!
In short, CSO has been there for Oklahoma employers when commercial carriers
chose to go elsewhere. And, it has been there with affordable rates.
This is not to say I would not accept at least some modification, as a compromise, in
the way CSO is governed, to wit:
•

Insurance Department oversight, and

•

The already enacted Imposition of a Premium Tax, and, even, a
10

•

Guarantee Fund Assessment.

I would not be in favor of an imposition of an FIT provision, unless I am dissuaded in
some dramatic way, simply because of the unique service it provides to Oklahoma
employers. No other carrier does this, or wants to be the market of last resort.
I also cannot see the logic of a sale, an Assigned Risk (AR) Plan, nor a Loss
Portfolio Transfer (LPT). I will discuss the options, at least as I see them presently,
below.

1. Loss Portfolio Transfer (LPT)
LPTs are usually done when an insurance entity is in financial difficulty and, from a
Statutory accounting point of view, wants to decrease its liabilities (by discounting
them; discounting is normally not allowed under Statutory Accounting Principles,
or SAP), to generate a surplus, or a greater than usual SAP surplus.
To effect this, the assuming carrier must be financially responsible to take on such
liabilities, and provide the ceding carrier with a deep enough discount on its loss
reserves to make it worthwhile.
Doing an LPT in the case of CSO obviously makes no sense, because:
a) CSO is not in a distressed financial condition. In fact, its reserves are
conservative, its assets solid, and a good and solid surplus position has emerged
and been confirmed by both KPMG and by Insurance Department Examinations
over the past decade. CSO did suffer investment losses last year, and will show a
reserve increase and underwriting loss this year, but those are due to the following:
i) In the case of investments last year, the entire investment market place with
any equity exposure suffered similarly during 2008. CSO was no different than
most. However, it should be noted, that, in fact, all the 2008 equity loss and more,
has already been recovered by the first 9 months of 2009, and that over the past 20
years, CSO's annualized rate of return has exceeded 7% (over the past 10 years,
over 5%), even with the 2008 losses!

ii) In the case of the anticipated underwriting loss this year, this is caused by the
normal swings of the insurance market, which has resulted in a "soft" market,
whereby CSO has lost some of its "better" business to the private sector. This has
happened continuously over, at least, the past 35 years, as indicated by Page 3 of
my first Task Force Presentation, which was reproduced as page 6A of my second
Presentation. As a result, we increased loss reserves in 2009 to reflect these
changes.
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If someone were to offer an LPT to CSO, there would have to be a deep discount in
the loss reserves, akin to about $120 million for the total book, and about $60 million
for case reserves only. This would, in essence, "guarantee" a 7% interest rate for
CSO over the life of the payout period of its reserves. If someone were to guarantee
that, it may be a good deal to consider, but who would? Any other deal would simply
not make sense and would be a bad deal for CSO, the State, and its policyholders.
In addition, serious consideration needs to be given to the financial condition of the
assuming carrier.
b) In short:
i) Who can take on $450 million to $900 million of liabilities in the first place?
ii) Who can afford to, essentially, guarantee an interest rate of 5% to 7% for
the life of the claims?

2. Assigned Risk Plan
First, it is unclear exactly who comprises the "assured" marketplace in Oklahoma.
Over the last 20 years, CSO's premium has fluctuated from a low of about $85
million to as high as $280 million. Even assuming the total Oklahoma workers’
compensation market produces a premium of about $750 million, those insureds
whom no one else wants, comprise, at various points in time (and depending on how
"soft" or "hard" the market is) about 11% to 40%.
The facts are these:
a) CSO provides its insurance with total reflection of investment income earned
on its premiums, and assumes it will earn (and it has) between a 5
b) and 7% rate of return on those assets.

b) For ratemaking purposes, its expense ratio has traditionally hovered, as a
percentage of premium, in the 12% to 15% area. Even if we include a provision for
Guarantee Fund assessments and a premium tax, we anticipate the expense ratio to
be no more than 20%.
c) The 20% is directly comparable to the testimony by Roy Wood, who stated the
typical expense ratios of AR plans are in the 40% area. Keep in mind that even if the
AR plans totally reflect investment earnings, a la CSO, they would still
have to come up with an expense ratio close to half that observed in other states, to
make the premiums cost effective, and comparable to those used by CSO.
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Hence, I conclude that costs arising from AR plans would be raised by 20%,
perhaps, more.
On top of that, under an AR plan, it is unclear whether any losses would be
discounted to give policyholders credit for the investment income on their premium
dollars. Assuming CSO continues its present policy of discounting its losses to
reflect investment income, that's another 15% on rate levels. Hence, an AR Plan
could raise rates by at least 35%! It is clear that an AR program for Oklahoma would
not be cost effective and, frankly, makes no sense!
As a corollary to the above, some discussion ensued as to whether some insureds
were being subsidized by others under the current system. Nothing could be further
from the truth. CSO's premiums are based entirely on its insured population, over
the long term. Rates are made by classification using only Oklahoma CSO data,
using the loss experience of CSO by class over the past 6 years. Insurance, by its
nature, is a pooling mechanism, but workers’ compensation insurance has a unique
mechanism whereby an individual employer's final rate, for the most part, and for
those insureds who qualify, is determined by its experience modification (i.e., E
Mod), which is reflective of its own loss experience.

3. Selling CSO to Private Interests
I will not address the major issue here, that is, regarding who really "owns" CSO, as
that has been addressed, and debated in earlier Task Force Meetings, by learned
counsel. Furthermore, it will likely be the subject of litigation and a decision will
ultimately be rendered by the State Supreme Court.
What I can say regarding the issue of ownership is that if policyholders are
considered, the issue becomes which policyholders? Current ones? Those who
have contributed to its surplus over time? How far back do we go? Does the State
get a piece? How much? How are those monies divided among the

policyholders? From a non lawyer’s perspective, I can see this as becoming a legal
nightmare, tied up in the courts for many years to come.
Given the above uncertainty and legal questions, I prefer to confine myself to the
value of CSO, based on its current surplus, any reserve equity, discounting its
reserves, equity in the unearned premium reserve (i.e., prepaid expenses) and its
going forward profits.
a) As derived in my first Presentation (page 7), I estimated the value of CSO, at
this point in time, as being in the area of about $265 million, or, likely, more. This is
derived as the sum of its current surplus (i.e., Assets less Liabilities), plus the
discount in its loss reserves, and its prepaid expenses. In addition, it is usual and
customary to also reflect in the price of an insurer its good will and, more
13

importantly, anticipated future profits over the next “X” number of years, with “X”
being the subject of negotiation.
b) I reject the simplistic application of a percentage times book value, as book
value is subject to much interpretation. It is a fact that CSO's loss reserves, and
assets, have been attested to by competent auditors (KPMG), and its reserves
confirmed by competent actuaries (SGRisk and those retained by the Oklahoma
Insurance Department).
i) I especially reject the notion that CSO is worth between 0.7 and 1.2 times
its book value. The other factors, as set forth above, also have to be
considered.
As an example, as earlier testimony stated, the Michigan
Accident fund, with a surplus of $110 million, sold for $255 million, almost 2.4
times book value! There are a lot of things to be considered in a sale of an
insurance company, any insurance company.
ii) Another thing to consider is who would pay $265 million, or, likely, much,
much more, and still allow it to become the insurer of last resort.
Previous testimony indicated that possible buyers would allow a three year
window, during which time the newly purchased CSO would continue to be
that insurer at last resort, with premiums similar to those charged to day.
However, after that, what would happen? Would there be an AR plan with
increased costs?
In short, it is inconceivable to me that someone would pay $200, $300, $400, or
$500 million for an entity and be willing to abide by a 3 year, 5 year, 10 year, or any
other period of rate stabilization and/or be willing to continue CSO's mission
statement of taking on all comers and, by extension, see its premiums, and profits,
fluctuate as wildly as we've seen since the 1970s.

On the other hand, I understand that the State’s current revenue shortage and
budget challenges may require this Task Force to consider privatization through a
sale, which would, in theory, generate additional revenues to the State of Oklahoma.
If privatization is elected through a sale, it is imperative the State receive a fair price
for CompSource Oklahoma.
This purchase price should reflect expected
investment income to be earned (at the 5% to 7% interest traditionally earned by
CSO) on its loss reserves, equity in its unearned premium reserve, as well as some
expected future profits. I also firmly believe there should be a long term plan of rate
stabilization created through enabling legislation, and the successful bidder should
be required to remain as a carrier of last resort guaranteeing the availability of
workers’ compensation for all Oklahoma employers. This availability should be
reflective of a rate level philosophy currently in effect at CSO (i.e. reflection of
investment income and expense ratios in the area of 20%).
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With regard to the ownership issues of CompSource, I think it is very important the
Task Force evaluate the Internal Revenue Code Sections referenced in earlier Task
Force meetings to ensure that CompSource will not be exposed to a significant tax
liability if the position is taken that it is owned by the policyholders. We should make
certain that whatever outcome is chosen is best for the State of Oklahoma, the
Oklahoma businesses and the overall insurance marketplace.

4. Mutualization of CSO
This, of course, should be considered, but in what form? At first glance, one can say
there is nothing wrong with "leveling the playing field" by making CSO responsible
for Premium Taxes (PT), Guarantee Fund Assessments (GFA), and Federal Income
Taxes (FIT) as any other "mutual insurance Company". However, would it still be
the insurer of last resort?
The tradeoff of being the insurer of last resort, and insuring high risk businesses, is
that CSO should be exempt from some costs, to offset its increased loss ratio.
In my opinion, as long as the State wishes to have an insurer of last resort, the
"playing field can never be completely level”.
If CSO is subject to exactly the same criteria as any other insured, then it can be,
and should also be allowed to withdraw from the insured marketplace as it deems fit,
by definition. If it is allowed to continue as the insurer of last resort, some latitude
should be allowed, to reflect the uncertainty of who it insures and the operating
results (mostly losses) resulting therefrom.

Simply stated, if CSO becomes a privatized mutual, it cannot be an insurer of last
resort, by definition, unless it takes on losses and has no ability to pick and choose (
i.e., underwrite ) risks. If CSO is an insurer of last resort, the "playing field" should be
tilted, at least a little. That means either exempting CSO from FIT, at the very least,
or giving it some other "considerations" or exemptions.
If the Committee chooses to level the playing field by merely making CSO just
another insurer, Oklahoma will need an AR pool, which, as discussed above, would
definitely raise costs for employers.
a) In the past, CSO needed exemptions from those PT and GFA assessments
to be able to serve the Oklahoma business community, with relatively competitive
rates. Taking those exemptions away would drive costs up, by 2.25% in the case of
Premium Taxes, and by additional 2% or so, for Guarantee Fund Assessments, for a
total of about 5%. This would be a direct add on to current premiums. However, it is
something I could accept.
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b) The issue of FIT is unclear to me at this time. However, over the long term, it
is clear CSO rates are made in a not for profit manner, and are keyed to an
operating ratio of 100% (i.e., the present value of its expected losses, plus
expenses, is expected to be about 100%, the break even level). Hence, profits, and,
therefore, FIT, should be, over the long term, close to zero.

5. Conclusions
It is my opinion at this time that either:

a) CSO be left as it is, to serve the Oklahoma business community as a
protection against fluctuations in the workers’ compensation marketplace, by
guaranteeing insureds stable workers’ compensation availability and
premiums over the long term; or
b) Convert CSO to a tax exempt mutual carrier, subject to a PT, GFA, and
jurisdiction under the Insurance Department, like a Texas Mutual. While this
approach will cost its policyholders some money (5% on the average), its
basic structure and mission would still be applicable to protect employers
from the insurance marketplace and guarantee to them a place for their
workers’ compensation needs

Respectfully submitted.
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Michael Clingman, Director, Office of State Finance and Member of the
CompSource Oklahoma Board of Managers (represents CSO)
Conclusion: Mutualization can achieve good goals and effects – the main
advantage to privatization of CompSource Oklahoma would be to allow
policyholders a chance to be elected directly to the Board of Managers, possibly
giving policyholders a greater voice. The downside is the chance that decisions
could be made by a new mutual company to give greater economic benefits to
current policyholders, resulting in possible higher rates for new business or renewals
of existing business. Also, more regulation may lead to higher costs than
CompSource policyholders currently face.
•
•

•

•
•

•

Findings: The intent of HB 1963 is to privatize in some manner.
A sale of CompSource with the state as the prime recipient of assets from the
sale seems unlikely if [you] examine what the Moran case says. Regarding
mutualization, the following concerns should be considered:
o Mutualization could result in a new mutual board; this new Board might
choose to operate as other carriers operate. Such a change could
result in redirecting investment income and surplus, so the new
policyholder would face increased premium rates;
o CSO’s policy for decades has devoted its investment income to keep
future insurance rates low. That decision is the primary reason for the
“non-level playing field” that has been much discussed. A change in
that policy – returning investment income to past policyholders as
dividends with a subsequent increase in rates for new business and
renewals – would level the playing field but result in higher workers’
compensation insurance rates. The current system acts as an
economic development tool to insure policyholders get the most
competitive rate possible; and
o CSO does not have subsidized rates.
Believe that CSO belongs to the policyholders, of which the state is the
largest policyholder. Although, it should also be noted that if CSO is found
not to belong to its policyholders (if Moran case was overturned), that
changes everything and the state may well choose to utilize the surplus of
CompSource for other purposes. Overturning Moran would seem highly
unlikely.
There is competition. The state fund is the ultimate competition, though it
may not be easy to compete with given CSO’s target loss ratio of 95-100
percent, much larger than the ratio that allows private carriers profitability.
The residual market in every state is a question of price, as follows:
o A tiny residual market will reflect in high rates; and
o When CompSource rates increase, the historical result has always
been that CompSource’s market share decreases and more private
carriers write workers’ compensation premium.
Recommendations:
The advantages to privatization include allowing
policyholders a voice or vote on the Board, rather than all Board members be
state officials. This could be a positive effect of mutualization.
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•
•

It should be cautioned that mutualization could still result in higher rates. A
cautionary tale:
o In 1994, the consulting actuary of CompSource Oklahoma, Mr.
Stergiou, recommended IBNR for the accident years 1993 and prior to
be about $130 million. (IBNR is the reserve put up beyond those done
in individual cases to reflect late reported claims and adverse
development of known claims.) The Oklahoma Insurance Department
utilized Mark Crawshaw as a consulting actuary to assist in CSO’s
triennial audit, a consultant who had repeatedly given the opinion in
rate hearings that CSO’s rates should be raised in excess of 20
percent in testimony given in each of three straight years. His opinion
was that CSO’s IBNR exposure was $211 million, over $80 million
higher than the amount CSO’s consulting actuary recommended. The
Board’s outside accounting firm chose to side with the Department’s
examination findings removing $80 million from CSO’s surplus
resulting in a needless (in my opinion) double-digit rate increase on its
policyholders. Premium over the next four years dropped by over 60
percent as policyholders were left looking for lower rates. By 1997 it
was recognized that, indeed, Mr. Stergiou’s opinion was right,
Crawshaw’s was wrong, and the money was removed from claims
back into surplus. Under mutualization there could be even more
pressure from outside market factors determining what is the best
practice for CSO other than its own Board, possibly again resulting in
higher rates for its policyholders. It is critical to have an Insurance
Department that understands the market and the intent of a state fund
in the market, especially after any privatization.
If the money from a sale does come to the state, other considerations should
occur; but Moran is clear that cannot be the case – it holds that CSO is
owned by the policyholders.
CSO’s current market practice does create a somewhat unlevel playing field,
but the beneficiary of that practice is small to medium-sized businesses
employing Oklahomans. Any change in CSO’s operation could adversely
impact those employers.
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Mike Seney, Senior Vice President, Operations, The State Chamber (statewide
organization that is an advocacy association for business and industry)
Conclusion: The Texas model of mutualization is what Oklahoma should follow;
while privatizing to some degree, this model also provides for a continuing market for
an insurer of last resort.
•
•

•
•
•

•

Findings: Though wrestled with decision for a recommendation, and
currently would make no change at all; HB 1963 does not allow for a
recommendation of no change to CompSource Oklahoma.
Learned that CompSource Oklahoma responsibly fulfills its role as the insurer
of last resort. In considering a change, concerned about the percentage of
small businesses CSO insures, and the insurance companies that have left
over time, if Oklahoma were to sell CSO.
Workers’ compensation coverage is required in Oklahoma; this differs from
other lines of insurance offered.
Workers’ compensation insurance companies leave the market due to losses
and loss exposure.
Volunteer firefighters’ workers’ compensation insurance rates are kept
artificially low through state law. To take them out of their current situation
and place them in the residual market, would prevent volunteer fire
departments from being able to find coverage without providing some
concessions for them.
Recommendations: The Texas model of mutualization is what Oklahoma
should follow; while privatizing to some degree, this model also provides for a
continuing market for an insurer of last resort. Supporting factors for the
recommendation include the following:
o The Texas model of a mutualized, insured entity maintains the same
non-federal tax status CSO has;
o A three-year rate stabilization plan, as proposed in privatization, is not
long enough to preserve stability in the market;
o The state should be careful considering models in monopolistic fund
states, which are not like Oklahoma;
o CSO has nearly 80 years of small businesses’ and state agencies’
investment that will be able to continue through mutualization;
o Mutualization provides the best recourse with the least cost;
o Fear losing the counter-balance of insurance companies that can come
and go. The counter-balance must be maintained. Currently, CSO
does not have that option under state law; they must continue to exist;
o Concerned about private companies’ aim to make a profit for their
stockholders, which could result in a rate hike for employers;
o Understand rate hikes occur, but concerned about a drastic change
and effect on the [workers’ compensation insurance] market in
Oklahoma if a sale of CSO should occur; and
o A level playing field is not a benefit if it results in policyholders
experiencing a rate increase to achieve a level playing field.
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•
•

It would be a waste of time and money to send a question, as to whether
CSO is an asset of the state or not, back to the Supreme Court.
(See also: submitted Memo Re: Findings & Recommendations.)
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MEMO
TO:

CompSource Privatization Task Force

FROM:

Mike Seney, Senior V.P. – Operations
The State Chamber of Oklahoma

SUBJECT:

Findings & Recommendations

DATE:

November 5, 2009

Finding:
CompSource Oklahoma is a well-run, fiscally sound workers’ compensation
insurance company conducting its business as set out in Oklahoma’s statutes.
Finding:
CompSource Oklahoma does adequately serve as the “insurer of last resort”
for Oklahoma businesses, and serves as a “counter-balance” to the vagaries of the private
insurance market in Oklahoma.
Finding:
CompSource Oklahoma does enjoy some small advantage over the private
insurance market in that it is not a participant in the Oklahoma Guaranty Fund and therefore
does not pay the 2.25% Guaranty Fund assessment.
Finding:
It is critical that Oklahoma maintain a market for small businesses as more
than 75% of all businesses in Oklahoma have less than 10 employees…and 98% have less
than 100 employees.
Recommendation:
Since the legislative intent in HB 1963 states that “…CompSource
Oklahoma be converted into a private insurance company…”, we support the
“mutualization” of CompSource Oklahoma in a manner similar to what was accomplished in
Texas.
Recommendation:
In that regard, the following elements need to be included in any
legislation moving forward:
•
•

CompSource Oklahoma shall operate as, and exercise the powers of, a domestic
mutual insurance company called the Oklahoma Mutual Insurance Company.
The company is not a state agency.
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•
•
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•
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•
•

•
•

The commissioner of insurance shall issue a certificate of authority to the company to
write workers’ compensation insurance.
The company shall exercise all the rights, privileges, powers, and authority of any
other mutual corporation organized to transact workers’ compensation insurance
business in Oklahoma.
The legislation shall transfer the powers and duties of the fund to the company.
The company shall be prohibited from being dissolved.
The company shall be governed by a board of nine directors (board) that serve
staggered six-year terms. Five of the members will be required to be appointed by the
governor with the remaining four being elected by the company’s policyholders. The
board shall be authorized to perform all necessary or convenient administrative and
business functions of the company.
The company shall pay all appropriate premium taxes or other taxes required of other
workers’ compensation carriers.
All revenues, monies and assets shall be governed by the laws applicable to domestic
mutual insurance companies.
The company shall only be liable for assessments by the Oklahoma Property and
Casualty Insurance Guaranty Association regarding, and that association with respect
to an insolvency of the company is only liable for, a claim with a date of injury that
occurs on or after January 1, 2012.
The state shall have no liability to or responsibility to the policyholders, persons
receiving workers’ compensation benefits, or the creditors of the company if the
company is placed in conservatorship or receivership or becomes insolvent.
The State of Oklahoma shall covenant with the policyholders of the company,
persons receiving workers’ compensation benefits, and the company’s creditors that
the state will not borrow, appropriate, or direct payments from the company from
those revenues, monies, assets or from the stabilization fund for any purpose.
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Lee Ann Alexander, Liberty Mutual (member of the Board of Directors of the
Oklahoma Property and Casualty Insurance Guaranty Association)
Conclusion: For a sale of CompSource Oklahoma to be considered, the question
needs to be asked, “Is CSO an asset of the state or does it belong to CSO’s
policyholders?”
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Findings: Private insurers have not had a chance to compete with
CompSource Oklahoma on a level playing field. Looking at other states, the
residual market is about 5 to 6 percent compared to CSO’s market share of
approximately 35 percent.
Comparing to Texas and its mutualization model is difficult because they are
an optional state for workers’ compensation coverage. Therefore, in looking
to create a level playing field, Texas is not the right model to follow.
It is important to have a separately established residual market.
The main question facing the Task Force is whether CSO is an asset of the
state, and, accordingly, whether the state would have the legal right to any
assets resulting from a sale of CSO.
Recommendations: After reviewing the CSO memo, regarding the Moran
case and CSO’s federal tax-exempt status, feel even more strongly that the
question needs to be asked, “Upon dissolution, do CSO’s assets belong to
the state or do they belong to CSO’s policyholders,” due to the following
considerations:
o Most other states’ cases cited and Moran say that the state cannot
appropriate (“raid”) CSO’s funds while it exists as an ongoing entity;
and
o Page 4, of the CSO memo states, “CompSource funds can be used
only for the following purposes: (1) paying incurred losses of
policyholders, (2) paying expenses of CompSource, (3) paying
policyholder dividends, or (4) retention by CompSource;” all of which
also assume an ongoing entity.
If the Task Force remains undecided between a sale of CSO and
mutualization, what is ultimately important is that we achieve a level playing
field through either avenue.
If the answer to the CSO asset question is, “No, CSO is not an asset of the
state;” then Oklahoma should implement HB 1963 and privatize CSO through
mutualization.
An outstanding concern is: What happens to CSO’s federal tax exemption if,
upon dissolution, CSO’s assets do not revert to the state? How is CSO
currently getting a federal tax exemption if it is not an asset of the state?
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Dan Ramsey, President and CEO, Independent Insurance Agents of Oklahoma
(independent insurance agents organization)
Conclusion: Oklahoma should move toward the privatization of CompSource
Oklahoma by following the Texas model of mutualization.
•

Findings: The original purpose of the State Insurance Fund, when it was
formed, was not to make money, but to provide a fairly competitive workers’
compensation market for Oklahoma businesses. At the same time it was to
serve as the “market of last resort.” The two approaches being considered –
to sell CompSource Oklahoma or to mutualize it – are at competing values:
o For a “for-profit” business, the number one focus is a profitable return
on investment for its stockholders; and
o For CompSource Oklahoma, the number one focus is the responsibility
to provide a fairly competitive market for its policyholders and serve as
the “market of last resort.”

•

Recommendations: The Texas model of mutualization has worked there,
and follows the key points and interests, listed below. Therefore, Oklahoma
should move toward the privatization of CompSource Oklahoma by following
the Texas model of mutualization. Keeping in mind:
o There are differences to consider between Oklahoma’s and Texas’
laws;
o Mutualization would help preserve the original intent of CSO;
o Though appreciate the legislators’ perspective, even if CSO is an asset
of the state, a sale may not be in the best interest of the policyholders;
and
o As a residual market may be considered, should look at how the other
29 non-NCCI (National Council of Compensation Insurance) states
operate.
If the purpose of this Task Force is just to make money – that is a shortsighted goal. It should also be considered whether a sale of CSO is the right
way to go.
Transition should be as seamless as possible for policyholders and
employees, such as using Nevada’s plan for its state employees as a model.
For the policyholder, premium rates should decrease and the way their
business is handled should improve from where it is now with whichever
change is made.
We need to have the residual market within the new entity that is created –
otherwise the move from company to company when an account is reassigned to another company through an Assigned Risk pool will create angst
from policyholders.

•
•
•
•
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Proceedings of Task Force
The Task Force on the Privatization of CompSource Oklahoma met seven times:
August 6, 2009, August 19, 2009, September 2, 2009, September 23, 2009, October
7, 2009, October 21, 2009, and November 5, 2009.
At the first, organizational meeting of the Task Force, on August 6, 2009, members
of the Task Force reviewed the objectives and Task Force’s responsibilities outlined
in HB 1963. The Co-Chairmen asked for names and contact information of experts
that could assist the Task Force in their duties. CompSource Oklahoma’s current
and past market share was discussed. Jason Clark, President/CEO of CompSource
Oklahoma (CSO), reported the latest indicators showed CSO’s market share at 35
percent. James Stergiou, actuary for CompSource Oklahoma and Task Force
member, added that CSO has had as much as 50 percent of the market and as little
as 15 percent. Mr. Stergiou also reported that CSO has a current loss ratio of 98100 percent. Concerns about how the privatization of CSO would affect the
Guaranty Fund were raised. Larry Fitch, General Manager of the Oklahoma
Property and Casualty Insurance Guaranty Association, explained that any
privatized entity of CSO would become a member of the Association and would pay
into the fund. A copy of the meeting agenda and a shared article are included in
Appendices B and C of this report.
The Task Force met for a second time on August 19, 2009. At this meeting
presentations were made by James Stergiou, actuary for CompSource Oklahoma
and Task Force member, regarding CompSource Oklahoma’s financial standing;
Jason Clark, President/CEO of CompSource Oklahoma, on CSO’s policy distribution
and market share; Steve Harding, Chief Financial Officer for CompSource
Oklahoma, with a financial overview; and Larry Derryberry, attorney-at-law with
Derryberry & Naifeh, LLP, on CSO’s history and precedent. At the end of the
meting, Dan Ramsey, Task Force member, shared a copy of Michigan’s Workers’
Disability Compensation Act of 1969, the law converting Michigan’s state fund. A
copy of the meeting agenda, actuarial presentation, CSO handouts, legal citations,
and Michigan’s act are included in Appendices D through H of this report.
At the third meeting of the Task Force, on September 2, 2009, the Oklahoma
Insurance Department shared information that Task Force members had requested
at the previous meeting, including information on those insurance companies that
have withdrawn from the market in Oklahoma, a list of the top ten workers’
compensation carriers in Oklahoma by written premium, policy distribution between
private carriers and CompSource Oklahoma, and National Council on Compensation
Insurance (NCCI) residual market data. Presenters for this meeting were Ann
Nelson, Executive Vice President of Corporate and Public Affairs for Employers
Holdings, Inc. and Douglas Dirks, President and CEO of Employers Holdings, Inc.
Ms. Nelson explained Nevada’s mutualization process and their experience when
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Nevada converted its state fund to a mutual company, now a publicly traded
company with clients in thirty states. Mr. Dirks shared the financial conditions in
Nevada’s workers’ compensation market since mutualization. Nevada’s workers’
compensation insurance rates have continued to decline since January of 2000,
after mutualization was complete.
At the September 2, 2009 meeting, the Task Force also heard from Bruce Wood,
Associate General Counsel and Director of Workers’ Compensation, for the
American Insurance Association (AIA).
Mr. Wood shared AIA’s policy
considerations for Oklahoma, a profile of CompSource Oklahoma, and a summary of
state workers’ compensation funds’ key provisions. Mike Seney, Task Force
member, also shared a breakdown of industries and the size of companies in those
industries in Oklahoma with data compiled from the Oklahoma Employment Security
Commission (OESC).
A copy of the meeting agenda, Insurance Department
information, AIA handouts, and OESC data are included in Appendices I through Q
of this report.
The Task Force held a fourth meeting on September 23, 2009, to further examine
the residual market and operations in NCCI states. Jason Clark, President/CEO of
CompSource Oklahoma, shared NCCI data comparing CSO with private carriers in
Oklahoma.
CompSource Oklahoma staff also shared information regarding
volunteer firefighters including, a cover letter; Senate Concurrent Resolution 14,
praising volunteer firefighters; Title 85, Section 132a, of the Oklahoma Statutes,
regarding the Volunteer Firefighters Group Insurance Pool; and CSO data on
volunteer firefighter coverage. Guest presenters from the National Council on
Compensation Insurance (NCCI) were Roy Wood, State Relations Executive, and
Melissa Palmer, Director of Residual Market Operations. Mr. Wood discussed
NCCI’s operations and its role in Oklahoma. Ms. Palmer discussed residual markets
and the various options for states. Pursuant to requests for information made at this
meeting, NCCI later sent a list of the National Workers’ Compensation Reinsurance
Pool Board of Governors and NCCI’s Board of Directors and the disposition of risks
in neighboring NCCI states. A copy of the meeting agenda, CSO information, and
NCCI presentations and information are included in Appendices R through Z of this
report.
The fifth meeting of the Task Force, on October 7, 2009, included a proposal for
privatizing CompSource Oklahoma through a sale and rate stabilization plan for
small Oklahoma employers by Lance LaGere, Executive Vice President and Chief
Operating Officer; Pat Gilmore, General Counsel and Senior Vice President; Mark
Paden, President for NAICO; and Brent LaGere, Chairman and CEO for the National
American Insurance Company (NAICO). NAICO representatives shared their
Blueprint for Privatizing CompSource with the Task Force members. Another
presenter, Russell R. Oliver, the former President of the Texas Mutual Insurance
Company, shared Texas’ experience with mutualizing the Texas Compensation
Insurance Fund. Mr. Oliver pointed out that Texas does not have a mandatory
workers’ compensation insurance coverage law, leaving about 34-35 percent of
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employers who choose not to be covered. James Stergiou, actuary for CompSource
Oklahoma and Task Force member, presented information on loss portfolio transfer
(LPT) issues. Prior to this meeting, CompSource Oklahoma sent the Task Force
members a letter with recommendations and information regarding CSO employees
for their consideration. A copy of the meeting agenda; NAICO, information,
presentation and blueprint; Texas legislation; LPT presentation; and CSO employee
information are included in Appendices AA through FF of this report.
On October 21, 2009, the Task Force held its sixth meeting, to discuss the
mutualization or sale of CompSource Oklahoma. At this meeting CompSource
Oklahoma shared the top classification codes with the highest workers’
compensation rates and largest loss ratios with CSO, pursuant to a request at a
previous meeting. NAICO also responded to a request for their loss ratios that are
more favorable than CSO in a letter with accompanying exhibits. The Task Force
members shared their thoughts on what they had learned from the meetings and
what they would recommend. A record of the Task Force members’ comments from
this meeting can be found on the following pages of this report. At this meeting Mike
Seney, Task Force member, shared a handout from the Oregon Department of
Consumer & Business Services Rate Ranking Summary citing Oklahoma as having
the ninth highest workers’ compensation premium rate in 2008. A copy of the
meeting agenda, CSO and NAICO loss ratio information, and Oregon report are
included in Appendices GG through JJ of this report.
Prior to the final meeting, on November 5, 2009, Task Force members received a
Memorandum from CompSource Oklahoma, regarding a legal analysis of Moran v.
State ex rel. Derryberry and information on CompSource’s federal tax-exempt
status. At the final meeting Task Force members discussed their thoughts on the
memo and continued discussion on deciding whether to mutualize or sell
CompSource Oklahoma to fulfill HB 1963 requirements for privatization. A copy of
the final meeting agenda and CSO memo are included in Appendices KK and LL of
this report.
At the conclusion of the meeting, Rep. Daniel Sullivan, Co-Chair of the task Force,
made a motion to provide the individual Task Force members’ comments from the
October 21 and November 5 meetings as the final findings and recommendations of
the Task Force on the Privatization of CompSource Oklahoma in its report to be
submitted to the Governor, President Pro Tempore of the Senate, and the Speaker
of the House of Representatives. The motion was seconded by Sen. Cliff Aldridge,
Co-Chair of the Task Force; and the motion was approved upon a unanimous voice
vote of the Task Force.
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Task Force on the Privatization of CompSource Oklahoma
Task Force Discussion on the Mutualization or Sale of CompSource Oklahoma
6th Meeting
Wednesday, October 21, 2009, 9:30 a.m.
Room 412C, State Capitol Building
Task Force Members:
Sen. Cliff Aldridge, Co-Chair
Rep. Daniel Sullivan, Co-Chair
Insurance Commissioner Kim Holland
James Stergiou, Chairman and CEO, SGRisk, LLC (actuary expert)
Michael Clingman, Director, Office of State Finance and Member of CompSource Oklahoma
Board of Managers (represents CompSource Oklahoma)
Mike Seney, Senior Vice President, Operations, The State Chamber (advocacy association
for business and industry)
Lee Ann Alexander, Liberty Mutual (member of the Board of Directors of the Oklahoma
Property and Casualty Insurance Guaranty Association)
Dan Ramsey, President and CEO, Independent Insurance Agents of Oklahoma (independent
insurance agents association)
Task Force Member Comments *
Mike Seney
• Though wrestled with a decision for a recommendation and currently would make no
change at all, HB1963 does not allow for a recommendation of no change to
CompSource Oklahoma.
• After the last few meetings, have learned that CompSource Oklahoma (CSO)
responsibly fulfills its role as the insurer of last resort.
• In considering a change, concerned about the percentage of small businesses
CSO insures, and the insurance companies that have left over time, if
Oklahoma were to sell CSO.
• The Texas model of mutualization is what Oklahoma should follow, while privatizing to
some degree, this model also provides for a continuing market for an insurer of last
resort.
• The Texas model of a mutualized, insured entity maintains the same nonfederal tax status CSO has.
• A three-year rate stabilization plan, as proposed in the privatization
presentation, is not long enough to preserve stability in the market.
• Fear losing the counter-balance of insurance companies that can come and go.
The counter-balance must be maintained as is. Currently, CSO does not have
that option under state law; they must continue to exist.
• Concerned about private companies’ aim to make a profit for their stockholders,
which could result in a rate hike for employers.
• Understand rate hikes occur, but concerned about a drastic change and effect
on the [workers’ compensation insurance] market in Oklahoma if a sale of CSO
occurs.
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October 21, 2009

•

Page 2 of 4

A level playing field is not a benefit if it results in policyholders experiencing a
rate increase to achieve a level playing field.

Dan Ramsey
• Transition should be as seamless as possible for policyholders and employees.
• Thought Nevada’s plan for its state employees’ provided good ideas.
• For the policyholder, whether CompSource Oklahoma is sold or mutualized, the
premium rates should be expected to decrease and the way their insurance business
is handled should improve from where it is now.
• We need to have the residual market within whatever new entity is created; otherwise
re-assignment to a new carrier through an Assigned Risk mechanism will likely create
angst from policyholders.
• The Texas model of mutualization has worked in their state – and follows these key
points and interests.
Lee Ann Alexander
• Undecided between sale and mutualization – what is important is a level playing field.
• Private insurers have not had a chance to compete with CSO on a level playing
field. Looking at other states, the residual market is about 5 to 6 percent,
compared to CSO’s market share of approximately 35 percent.
• Comparing to Texas and its mutualization model is difficult because they are an
optional state for workers’ compensation coverage. Therefore, to achieve a
level playing field, Texas is not quite the right model.
• If a sale generates funding for the state and best serves its citizens, that avenue
should be considered in spite of the threat of litigation. Other states have dealt with
litigation and are moving forward.
• It is important to have a separately established residual market.
James Stergiou
• The private marketplace has not always been there for the small businesses, whereas
CSO has been there due to state law.
• If it is not broke – why fix it? However, HB 1963 requires a change.
• CSO’s loss development and pay-out patterns are similar to private companies.
• The Task Force has discussed many options:
• Loss portfolio transfer does not make sense in Oklahoma, since the key
ingredient is for someone to pick up the reserves.
• In considering selling CSO to private interests, have the same concerns as
Seney. From an actuarial standpoint a sale would not result in a lot of money
(estimate totaling $200 million). A comparable number toward a reasonable
argument for a sale would be $400 to $500 million.
o Beyond that, the mission of CSO is to be the insurer of last resort and
provide coverage to those entities that have been rejected by the
private market or for other reasons that they could not find insurance in
the private market. Whoever may buy CSO, will they insure
questionable entities? Will they want to take on that risk? No, they will
want to protect their interests.
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o Rate hike concerns are spread over a swing of five to ten years, not
two to three years.
o The private sector had the opportunity to come in and insure people
over the years of premium swings, but they chose not to.
o Would like to see where those companies are that would take the
business, because they have not over the last 30 years or more.
Mutualization – there should be a level playing field, but is it possible? Private
companies can come and go, write business or not write business, CSO does not
have that option. Though CSO does enjoy some advantages – it does not pay any
premium tax or Guaranty Fund assessments.
• CSO should pay – contributing as part of the Oklahoma insurance team.
• Unable to go to a level playing field as long as the state is required to have an
insurer of last resort – will accept having the premium cost, despite increase in
cost.
o The Oklahoma Workers’ Compensation Court’s decisions have caused
increases in awards – about an 11 percent annual increase,
compounded over the last three years.
Mutualization is by far the best option, not a loss portfolio transfer and not a sale –
keeping the insurer of last resort concept is the only way to go.
(Also see submitted written comments.)

Michael Clingman
• Believe that CSO belongs to the policyholders, of which the state is the largest
policyholder. CSO is owned by the policyholders of the state insurance fund.
• If CSO is found not to belong to its policyholders, that changes everything.
(Though does not agree with selling CSO per se.) If the money from a sale
does come to the state, other considerations should occur; but Moran is clear
that is not the case – it holds that CSO is owned by the policyholders.
• There is competition. The state fund is the ultimate competition, though it may not be
easy to compete with given its target loss ratio of 95-100 percent, much larger than the
ratio that allows private carriers profitability.
• The residual market in every state is a question of price.
• A tiny residual market will reflect in high rates.
• When CSO rates increase, the result has always been that CSO’s market share
decreases and more private insurance companies write workers’ compensation
premium.
Rep. Daniel Sullivan, Co-Chair
• At beginning of the Task Force meetings, believed mutualization of CSO was the way
to go.
• After considering the option of privatization – it is difficult as a legislator to walk away
from an asset – believe it is an asset of the state. If CSO is an asset, we have an
obligation to explore that, at the same time protecting the residual market. We would
not want to sell an asset that creates a bigger problem, by increasing rates, etc.
• Need to recognize it is the system we are dealing with that is currently driving
the costs.
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Not until Oklahoma’s workers’ compensation system is stabilized will we cease
experiencing fluctuations in Oklahoma’s market.
• Eleven percent rate increases with no changes in the law shows the problem
lies with the [Oklahoma Workers’ Compensation] Court.
• It is imperative to address the issues in the system, regardless of what is done.
We have an obligation to look at a sale, to see if it belongs to the state. We have the
obligation to find out who is the owner.
As an asset of the state, we owe it to the taxpayers to recoup the asset.
If CSO does not belong to the state, then mutualization is the option – while protecting
the residual market by having the Department of Insurance protect the market and
rates in a rate stabilization plan.
• We must also consider what happens to CSO’s tax-exempt status if CSO is
owned by its policyholders. (It has been suggested that as long as CSO
remains the insurer of last resort, CSO can retain its tax-exempt status; and the
way a continuing operational board is comprised, for example, with five public
members and a similar structure to the current organization, can also protect
CSO’s tax status.)
The state should not be in the business of insurance.

Sen. Cliff Aldridge, Co-Chair
• Firm philosophy that government should not be in business that private companies can
provide.
• Regardless if CSO is an asset of the state or not, even considering current, bad
economic times, we should allow the private sector to perform where they can.
• In terms of the residual market, the government still needs to insure. The
state’s responsibility is to protect the residual market.
• The state also owes it to the taxpayers that those in the residual market do not
see a huge increase in premiums. If CSO is not truly being subsidized, then we
should not see an increase in rates.
• Since workers’ compensation premiums are an aspect of economic
development (considering the cost of doing business), in order to attract
employers to Oklahoma, premium costs are an important consideration.
• As legislators owe it to citizens of the state to look at the option of a sale, so the state
is not walking away from its own asset.
• Questions on tax status and ownership would need to be reviewed prior to a
sale of CompSource Oklahoma.
• The state owes it to CSO employees to examine ways of working through this
process.
o For example, Nevada had a good plan of giving its state fund
employees first in line priority for state jobs, if they did not want to move
over to the newly created, private carrier.
• In the beginning of the Task Force’s study, mutualization seemed the way to go.
• Concerned about state employees and the business market, but that we also do the
right thing for the people of Oklahoma, whether sale of CSO or mutualization is
chosen, and allow the private sector to flourish without government interference.
* Updated with corrections requested at the Thursday, November 05, 2009, meeting of the Task Force on the
Privatization of CompSource Oklahoma.
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Task Force on the Privatization of CompSource Oklahoma
Task Force Review of Findings and Recommendations on the Mutualization or Sale of
CompSource Oklahoma
7th Meeting
Thursday, November 05, 2009, 9:30 a.m.
Governor’s Conference Room, 2nd Floor, State Capitol Building
Task Force Members:
Sen. Cliff Aldridge, Co-Chair
Rep. Daniel Sullivan, Co-Chair
Insurance Commissioner Kim Holland
James Stergiou, Chairman and CEO, SGRisk, LLC (actuary expert)
Michael Clingman, Director, Office of State Finance and Member of CompSource Oklahoma
Board of Managers (represents CompSource Oklahoma)
Mike Seney, Senior Vice President, Operations, The State Chamber (advocacy association
for business and industry)
Lee Ann Alexander, Liberty Mutual (member of the Board of Directors of the Oklahoma
Property and Casualty Insurance Guaranty Association)
Dan Ramsey, President and CEO, Independent Insurance Agents of Oklahoma (independent
insurance agents association)

Task Force Member Comments and Recommendations for Final Report
Mike Seney
• Keep in mind that the title of the Task Force is the “Task Force on the Privatization
of CompSource Oklahoma.”
• The Task Force has previously discussed filing legislation that says, “CSO belongs
to the state;” but the CSO memo Re: Moran and Federal Tax Exempt Status,
received on November 4, led to drafting the included recommendations.
• It would be a waste of time and money to send a question, as to whether CSO is an
asset of the state or not, back to the Supreme Court.
• Suggest moving toward privatization of CompSource Oklahoma by following the
Texas model of mutualization.
o Texas was able to maintain their tax-exempt status in their mutualization
process; which is another reason, Oklahoma should follow the Texas
mutualization model.
o Should be careful in looking at models in monopolistic state fund states.
o A sale is not a transfer.
o Have nearly 80 years of small businesses’ and state agencies’ investment
that will be able continue through mutualization.
 As a small business owner, from any sale that may occur, I should get
part of any resulting assets.
 For the state to say, the state retains the money from a sale and now
you as a business owner must go to the residual market seems unfair.
o Volunteer firefighters’ workers’ compensation insurance rates are kept
artificially low through the law. To take them out of their current situation and
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place them in the residual market, would prevent volunteer fire departments
from being able to find coverage without providing some concessions for
them.
Mutualization provides the best recourse with the least cost.
o Workers’ compensation insurance is required in Oklahoma; this differs from
other lines of insurance offered.
o Workers’ compensation insurance companies leave the market due to losses
and loss exposure.
Best solution would be to leave CSO alone, but provide level playing field in
requiring payment of taxes, assessments and regulation.

Dan Ramsey
• In reviewing past notes from meetings, at the August 19 meeting, the past question the
Task Force focused was, “Is writing workers’ compensation insurance a core function
of government?” Concerned the focus has shifted to whether the state can make
money on the sale of CompSource Oklahoma (CSO). This shift in discussion is a
concern.
o Is the Task Force’s purpose to figure out how to make money for the state of
Oklahoma or how to determine the best way to get the state out of the workers’
compensation insurance business?
• The original purpose of the State Insurance Fund, when it was formed, was not to
make money.
o For a “for-profit” business, the number one focus is on the responsibility to the
stockholders to make a profit.
o For CompSource Oklahoma, the number one focus is the responsibility to its
policyholders to provide a fairly competitive marketplace and to serve as the
“market of last resort.”
• If the purpose of this Task Force is just to make money – that is a short-sighted goal.
o It should also be considered whether a sale of CSO is the right way to go.
• Second Seney’s recommendation of “moving towards privatization of CompSource
Oklahoma by following the Texas model of mutualization.”
o Though there are differences to consider between Oklahoma’s and Texas’ laws.
o Mutualization would help preserve the original intent of CSO.
o Though appreciate the legislators’ perspective, even if CSO is an asset of the
state, a sale may still not be the best option.
o As a residual market may be considered, should look at how the other 29 nonNCCI states operate.
James Stergiou
• One repeated argument is disturbing – concerned about the philosophy that the
state is in the insurance business.
o The state is not technically in the “insurance business,” since no state
subsidies are provided.
o Originally, what is now CSO was established with a cash infusion from the
state, which has been repaid.
o CSO provides discounts to counties and other public entities.
 If CSO were privatized, would such discounts continue to be provided
in a profit-making organization?
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o CSO would not be considered as subsidized, due to not paying taxes and
assessments as other insurance companies are required to do, as long as
CSO is required to provide insurance to any entity that comes to them.
 Not against CSO paying premium taxes or Guaranty Fund
assessments.
Concerned about the profit motives from an entity who may purchase CSO.
o Who is responsible if CSO is found insolvent? Moran says policyholders are
responsible.
o Worst case scenario – when a company leaves the market, it may result in a
30-40 percent rate increase.
o Would CSO’s costs be raised if it did not participate as a state entity, i.e.
without state health insurance and public employee retirement? CSO does
not contribute to state health insurance or retirement.
Would follow the idea of mutualizing per Texas’ model, to continue to be faithful to
the original principle founded upon the creation of the State Insurance Fund.
o Changes to CSO’s Board could result in higher rates, which is why the state
has the Insurance Department’s oversight and triennial examinations. These
regulations should be welcomed.

Michael Clingman
• The intent of HB 1963 is to privatize in some manner.
• Advantages to privatization (outside of fulfilling the goal to get government out of the
insurance business), include allowing policyholders a chance to be elected directly to
the Board of Managers, possibly giving policyholders a greater voice. This is a good
goal and effect of mutualization.
• In 1994, the Oklahoma Insurance Department conducted CSO’s triennial audit, citing
that CSO’s IBNR exposure to pay its backlog of claims was $211 million, which was
over $80 million more than CSO’s consulting actuary said was needed for late reported
claims and adverse development of known claims (at the time recommended $130
million). The Insurance Department’s examination findings were used, which removed
$80 million from CSO’s surplus, making CSO virtually insolvent. Under mutualization, it
is important to have an Insurance Department that understands the market and the
intent of a state fund in the market.
• Mutualization does not make sense if examine what the Moran case says.
• Disadvantages of mutualization include a new mutual Board that might choose to
operate as other carriers operate.
o Such a decision could result in losing investment income, increasing rates for
new business or renewals of existing business.
• For decades, CSO has kept its investment income to keep its rates low. This is the
primary reason for the “non-level playing field” that has been discussed. If investment
income is required to go back to past CSO policyholders as dividends with a
subsequent increase in rates for new and renewed policies, this would level the playing
field but would also result in higher workers’ compensation insurance rates.
• CSO does not have subsidized rates.
• It should be cautioned that mutualization could still result in higher rates, as exemplified
above.
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Lee Ann Alexander
• After reviewing the CSO memo Re: Moran and CSO’s federal tax-exempt status, feel
even more strongly that the question needs to be asked, “Upon dissolution, do CSO’s
assets belong to the state or do they belong to CSO’s policyholders?”
o Most other states’ cases cited in the memo and Moran v. State ex rel. Derryberry
say that the state cannot appropriate (“raid”) CSO’s funds while it is an ongoing
entity.
o Page 4, of the CSO memo states, “CompSource funds can be used only for the
following purposes: (1) paying incurred losses of policyholders, (2) paying
expenses of CompSource, (3) paying policyholder dividends, or (4) retention by
CompSource.” These points also assume an ongoing entity.
• The question should be asked, “When CompSource Oklahoma ceases to exist, what
happens to the assets?”
o Concerned about what happens to the federal tax exemption if CSO’s assets,
upon dissolution, cannot revert to the state. How is CSO currently getting a
federal tax exemption if its assets do not revert to the state?
• If the answer to the CSO asset question is, “No, CSO is not an asset of the state;” then
Oklahoma should implement HB 1963 and privatize CSO through mutualization.
• The Task Force has gathered the information, so despite the concerns raised, need to
use the information gathered thus far and pursue getting answers to the outstanding
issues presented.
Insurance Commissioner Kim Holland
• Position is based on a philosophical bent, that the state should not be in the business
of insurance, particularly when the market has demonstrated it can competitively meet
the need for workers’ compensation insurance in Oklahoma.
• The Insurance Department’s responsibility, in part, is to ensure a level playing field so
that companies can operate equally without an unfair advantage. To that end:
o As a nonregulated entity, CompSource Oklahoma (CSO) has certain
advantages over private companies. To the extent that these advantages are
necessary to perform its obligation as the insurer of last resort, they are
appropriate. However, to the extent they create a competitive advantage for
CSO over the private marketplace for risks that can be assumed by the private
marketplace, the state is exceeding its role as a safety-net provider and disrupts
the “free market.”
• In obligating employers to provide workers’ compensation insurance, the state has a
prevailing interest in ensuring that all are covered. As such, ensuring that a safety-net
mechanism is in place is essential.
• In those states that have a residual market mechanism in place, on average only 7
percent of the market is covered by this safety-net provision, in contrast to the nearly
40 percent currently insured through CSO which suggests that the private marketplace
can and will compete effectively for all but a small portion of the potential business to
be written.
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Rep. Daniel Sullivan, Co-Chair
• HB 1963, through the Legislature’s consideration, affirmative vote, and the Governor’s
signature, the philosophy has been established that the state should not be in the
business of workers’ compensation insurance. As a result, privatization must be
considered and the Task Force’s responsibility is to consider how to privatize
CompSource Oklahoma.
• The proposed legislation earlier discussed [at the October 21 Task Force meeting],
establishing that CSO is an asset of the state, would be necessary to get a court ruling.
o An Attorney General opinion would not resolve the CSO asset issue.
o Oklahoma does not have declaratory judgments in state court.
• Considering the original purpose of the Oklahoma State Insurance Fund, which has
been expanded through legislation over the years; do believe the Moran case states
that the State of Oklahoma cannot appropriate money from CSO funds, as if it were
part of the General Revenue Fund. (Although the law does allow trust to be changed
and transferred.)
• CSO’s memo regarding Moran and its tax-exempt status, if read in its entirety, explains
that a sale of CSO can be allowed and that resulting assets would belong to the state.
o I am aware of and concerned about the importance of considering the residual
market, with any change to the status of CSO.
o The state must maintain a place for entities to be insured, because it is required
by law to have workers’ compensation coverage.
o Could include an option for pooling agreements.
• If CSO is an asset and it could be determined that the asset does wholly belong to the
state, we have an obligation to examine the possibility.
o If CSO is not an asset of the state, there may not be any assets left for a sale; if
the tax-exempt status is revoked, there may not be any money left after tax
liabilities are dealt with.
• The question should be asked so it can be answered.
Sen. Cliff Aldridge, Co-Chair
• The Task Force’s debate and consideration has surrounded whether or not to
mutualize.
• In past meetings, the Task Force’s examination included a review of Nevada’s and
other state’s mutualized options.
• As a legislator, privatization through a sale is an option that should to be examined for
the potential good of the state.
• Moran must be considered in its historical context, as the state attempted to raid the
funds of the State Insurance Fund at that particular point in time. The ruling in the
Moran case prevented such action by the Legislation.
• My aim for the state is not to make money, but to keep government out of competing
with private business.
o From that angle, should look at privatizing CSO.
• A bill should be filed to get an answer and ask the question, “Is CSO an asset of the
state or property of CSO’s policyholders?”
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o The state has a Supreme Court whose job it is to rule on questions. If we don’t
utilize the Court, what do they exist for? They should be utilized for this
purpose.
o The court’s decision would affect whether the next step would be to privatize
CSO through a sale or mutualization process.
The legislative leaders will do what they want, despite Task Force recommendations.

Motion: Co-Chair, Rep. Sullivan moved to provide the individual Task Force members’
comments as the Final Findings and Recommendations of the Task Force, which would
include comments from the October 21 and November 5 meetings, of the Task Force on the
Privatization of CompSource Oklahoma. Motion was seconded by Co-Chair, Sen. Aldridge.
The motion was approved upon a unanimous voice vote of the Task Force members.
Other Business: There will be no meeting as previously scheduled on Wednesday,
November 18 unless there are objections to the emailed report, distributed for approval.
Wednesday, November 18 will be the deadline for a response on comments and
recommendations to be printed in the Task Force’s final report.
The meeting was adjourned at 11:00 a.m.
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ENROLLED HOUSE
BILL NO. 1963

By: Benge and Sullivan of
the House
and
Aldridge of the
Senate

An Act relating to workers’ compensation;
creating Task Force on Privatization of
CompSource Oklahoma; stating purpose of task
force; providing for membership; providing for
service of members and vacancy; providing for
date of appointment; providing for quorum;
requiring designation of cochairs by certain
persons; providing for convening of certain
meeting and scheduling of subsequent meetings;
providing for staff; requiring CompSource
Oklahoma to provide certain information;
prohibiting compensation; authorizing travel
reimbursement; stating duties and
responsibilities of task force; providing for a
plan for privatization; providing requirements;
requiring certain publication; providing for
codification; and declaring an emergency.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA:
SECTION 1.
NEW LAW
A new section of law to be
codified in the Oklahoma Statutes as Section 131c of Title 85,
unless there is created a duplication in numbering, reads as
follows:
A. In order to create a stable, predictable, competitive
workers’ compensation market place in the State of Oklahoma
for the benefit of Oklahoma employers and employees, it is the
intent of the Legislature that CompSource Oklahoma be
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converted into a private insurance company no later than
December 31, 2010.
B. In order to accomplish the conversion of CompSource
Oklahoma to a private insurance company, there is hereby
created until December 31, 2011, the Task Force on
Privatization of CompSource Oklahoma. The task force will
examine the issues as they relate to privatizing CompSource
Oklahoma. The resulting private entity shall operate in the
same manner as any domestic insurer in the state and shall be
subject to the same laws, taxes, guaranty fund assessments and
other regulatory requirements.
C. The task force shall consist of nine (9) members as
follows:
1.

The Insurance Commissioner;

2. Four members appointed by the President Pro Tempore of
the Senate as follows:
a.

one actuary expert,

b.

one member who represents CompSource Oklahoma,

c.

one member of the Senate, and

d.

one member from a statewide organization that is
an advocacy association for business and
industry; and

3. Four members appointed by the Speaker of the House of
Representatives as follows:
a.

one member who represents the private insurance
industry and is among the top ten writers of
workers’ compensation premiums in this state,

b.

one member of the House of Representatives,

c.

one member of the Board of Directors of the
Oklahoma Property and Casualty Insurance
Guaranty Association, and

d.

one member from an independent insurance agents
association.
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D. 1. Members shall serve at the pleasure of their
appointing authorities. A vacancy on the task force shall be
filled by the original appointing authority.
2. Appointments to the task force shall be made by July
1, 2009.
3. A majority of the members of the task force shall
constitute a quorum. A majority of the members present at a
meeting may act for the task force.
4. The President Pro Tempore of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives shall each designate a
cochair from among the members of the task force.
5. The cochairs of the task force shall convene the first
meeting of the task force on or before July 15, 2009, at which
time a schedule of the meetings shall be determined.
E. The task force may use the services of the staffs of
the Senate and the House of Representatives and may, as
necessary, seek the advice and services of experts in the
field of insurance.
F. CompSource Oklahoma shall cooperate with the task
force in fulfilling its duties and responsibilities including,
but not limited to, providing any information, records or
reports requested by the task force.
G. Members of the task force shall receive no
compensation for their service, but shall receive travel
reimbursement as follows:
1. Legislative members of the task force shall be
reimbursed for necessary travel expenses incurred in the
performance of their duties in accordance with the provisions
of Section 456 of Title 74 of the Oklahoma Statutes; and
2. Nonlegislative members of the task force shall be
reimbursed by their appointing authorities or respective
agencies for necessary travel expenses incurred in the
performance of their duties in accordance with the State
Travel Reimbursement Act.
H. Consistent with the intent of the Legislature that
CompSource Oklahoma be privatized no later than December 31,
2010, the task force shall identify the steps necessary and
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develop a plan to convert CompSource Oklahoma into a private
insurance company. Such plan shall include, but not be
limited to, the following areas:
1. Establishment of a residual market mechanism that will
protect the interests of all Oklahoma employers and employees,
including a plan for rate stabilization to ensure the
guaranteed availability of workers’ compensation insurance;
2. Review of the current financial condition of
CompSource Oklahoma;
3.

Loss portfolio transfer;

4.

Request for proposal process;

5. Consideration of the impact of privatization and the
most appropriate way to accommodate current CompSource
Oklahoma employees;
6. Studying current statutes regarding the
responsibilities of CompSource Oklahoma;
7. Identification of all necessary statutory changes
including, but not limited to, securing funding for volunteer
firefighters workers’ compensation premiums; and
8. Any other issues identified by the task force as
necessary to accomplish the privatization of CompSource
Oklahoma.
I. The task force shall publish and submit to the Speaker
of the House of Representatives, the President Pro Tempore of
the Senate, and the Governor its findings and recommendations
by December 1, 2009, including recommendations for any
resulting legislation.
SECTION 2. It being immediately necessary for the
preservation of the public peace, health and safety, an
emergency is hereby declared to exist, by reason whereof this
act shall take effect and be in full force from and after its
passage and approval.
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Passed the House of Representatives the 13th day of May,
2009.

Presiding Officer of the
House of Representatives

Passed the Senate the 18th day of May, 2009.

Presiding Officer of the
Senate
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The complete Task Force report
including Appendices B-LL
can be found at the following link:
http://www.okhouse.gov/Information/Info_Publications.aspx
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